OLDHAMSTOCKS COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
Minutes of conference call held on Monday 23 March 2020
1. Present & Apologies
John McGregor, Jonathon Ellis, Joe Zawinski, Jacob Mells, Chris Bruce, Lynn Harris
Apologies - Janice Donaldson, Angus MacDonald, Alex Ainslie, Ian Christison
2. SIM Card/Mobile Phone
We are now in possession of a new mobile phone and the SIM card will be delivered on Tues
24/4 to John McGregor. This blank SIM will be assigned with the mobile number promoted on
the CovidResponders leaflet, due to be distributed to all households in the Oldhamstocks area.
Jon/Lynn will work together to ensure that a fully active mobile phone will be handed over to
Janice Hanvidge on Tuesday evening.
3. Coronavirus Information Leaflet
Chris advised that the leaflet was likely to be printed by tomorrow, and he would arrange pick
up from Lothian Printers when ready (possibly picked up by Suzie Fletcher).
Once leaflets are in Chris’ possession he will let us know. Lynn oﬀered to collect the batch for
Ferneylea, as well as for Dunglass (Janice Donaldson) and Birnieknowes etc (Alex/Sheila
Ainslie).
Chris to liaise with Rev Suzie Fletcher and Janice Hanvidge/Gordon Simpson to further co
ordinate local communications and response.
4. Hand Sanitiser
Lynn advised that Alex Ainslie had secured some hand sanitizer. We have asked for 30 x 240ml
bottles at a cost of £7.80 each (inc vat). Lynn suggested that we could decant this into 120ml
bottles, thereby having 60 bottles available.
Priority for distribution should be given to volunteers involved in distribution of leaflets etc.
Janice and Gordon are working on Priority Lists and will co-ordinate the distribution based on
this.
5. Any Other Business
Jonathon asked Chris if there was any update on how the proposed East Lammermuir
Community Council Hardship Fund would work. Chris advised that this was still an ongoing
discussion and would update as soon as any further information was available.
6. Next Meeting
Next committee conference call will be on Thursday 26 March at 7.30pm. Jonathon will initiate
by email as previously done.
7. Minutes of Meeting
Lynn to distribute Minutes to all Committee via email asap after each conference call. Also
send to Gordon for publication on Oldhamstocks Village web page.

